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explained in terms of drift, speciation and immigration, without invoking niches.
There are many different varieties of neutral model, all assuming that the fitness
of an individual is unrelated to its species identity. Variants that are spatially explicit provide a means for making quantitative predictions about spatial biodiversity patterns.
2. We present software packages that make spatially explicit neutral simulations
straightforward and efficient. The packages allow the user to customize both dispersal and landscape structure in a wide variety of ways. We provide a Python
package pycoalescence and a functionally equivalent R package rcoalescence. In
both packages, the core routines are written in C++ and make use of coalescence
methods to optimize performance.
3. We explain the technical details of the packages and give examples for their application, with a particular focus on two scenarios of ecological and evolutionary
interest—a landscape with habitat fragmentation, and an archipelago of islands.
4. Spatially explicit neutral models represent an important tool in ecology for understanding the processes of biodiversity generation and predicting outcomes
at large scales. The effort required to implement these complex spatially explicit
simulations efficiently has thus far been a barrier to entry. Our packages increase
the accessibility of these models and encourage further investigation of the primary mechanisms underpinning biodiversity.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

This interplay of theoretical and empirical work helps reveal the
elusive links between ecological patterns and their mechanisms.

A priority for community ecology is to understand the mecha-

Theoretical models can be studied mathematically or via computer

nisms determining species composition (Agrawal et al., 2007;

simulations. In this paper, we focus on the latter.

Vellend, 2010) and unravel the interplay between ecology, bioge-

Neutral theory represents one notable branch of ecological the-

ography and evolution. One theoretical approach is to generate

ory (Hubbell, 2001; Rosindell, Hubbell, & Etienne, 2011). It captures

biodiversity patterns using theoretical models and compare the pat-

three key mechanisms (dispersal, drift and speciation; Vellend, 2010)

terns to empirical data. The models incorporate processes deemed

in a species-agnostic manner, meaning that species identities do not

important from real-world observations or prior theoretical studies.

influence the dynamics. Numerous neutral models have been used
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to predict biodiversity, in some cases producing surprisingly good
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(a) Coalescence simulation process

fits to several biodiversity patterns in real systems (e.g. Halley &

t – 11

Iwasa, 2011; Muneepeerakul et al., 2008; Volkov et al., 2003; Volkov

t – 10

et al., 2007). Even in scenarios where the neutrality assumption is in-

t–9
t–8

Coalescence event

model where the system exists under ‘idealized’ conditions (Alonso,

t–7

Birth-death event
not modelled

t–6

Birth-death event
modelled as a move

Etienne, & McKane, 2006; Rosindell, Hubbell, & Etienne, 2011). In
this way, neutral theory can act as a baseline for expected biodiver-

Time

appropriate, neutral theory may be useful as either a null model or a

sity. Through informed failure, it can serve to identify biodiversity

t–5

patterns whose explanation requires non-neutral processes.

t–4

A well-studied ecological neutral model is the spatially implicit

t–3

variant (Hubbell, 2001), with only a very abstract notion of space:

t–2

a well-mixed (non-spatial) local community is connected to a larger

t–1

well-mixed (non-spatial) metacommunity by immigration. The metacommunity undergoes drift and occasional renewal of diversity via

Speciation event
(colour represents
species identity)

t

A

B

C

sity via immigration from the metacommunity. Many variants of the
basic spatially implicit neutral model have been studied (Chave, 2004;

E

F

G

H

I

SAMPLE AREA

speciation, or is assumed simply to be unchanging over relevant timescales. The local community undergoes drift and renewal of diver-

D

(b) Resulting coalescence tree
Species'
origins

Hubbell, 2001; Volkov et al., 2003), with many analytical results discovered (Alonso & McKane, 2004; Etienne, 2005; Green & Plotkin, 2007;

Time

Vallade & Houchmandzadeh, 2003), and extensive investigations conducted via simulation (Alonso et al., 2006; Azaele, Pigolotti, Banavar, &
Maritan, 2006; Gilbert, Laurance, Leigh, & Nascimento, 2006).

Present

B

1.1 | Coalescence methods
Computation time can quickly explode in neutral model simulations,
especially as the number of individuals increases. To minimize this, coalescence methods have been imported from population genetics and
have revolutionized ecological neutral simulations (Rosindell, Wong, &
Etienne, 2008). In contrast to the traditional method where individuals are traced forwards through time, a coalescence approach tracks
lineages backwards to their speciation origin. The two approaches are
mathematically equivalent, but the coalescence approach is usually
many orders of magnitude faster. A coalescence simulation essentially
constructs a ‘family tree’ or ‘coalescence tree’ of all focal individuals
(Figure 1b), from which the species identity of each individual and its
relationship to other individuals can be inferred. The performance
improvements of coalescence methods mean that simulations can be

C

D

E

F

G

H

F I G U R E 1 Diagram of backwards-time simulations using
coalescence techniques (a) and the resultant coalescence tree (b).
(a) The simulation progresses backwards from the time of interest
(t0) to time t0 –11. Orange lines indicate tracked lineages. Black
lines describe lineages which are not tracked and are irrelevant to
the simulation outcome, thus representing saved computational
time from the standard forwards-in-time approach. (b) Purple, teal
and red circles represent individuals in the present day belonging
to each species. The respectively coloured triangles indicate the
origins of each species. Grey squares represent coalescence events
between individuals that correspond to a shared ancestor. Only
spaces B–H lie within the focal community sample of interest, and
therefore A and I are not tracked (indicated in dark grey in [a]).
However, if individuals from the sample area have ancestors from
outside the sample area (e.g. the individual starting at H), all events
are still recorded, including coalescence and dispersal events, as
these could impact the outcome

large enough to generate neutral predictions of biodiversity patterns
on landscape scales. Coalescence is not only faster than traditional

in a homogeneous environment, space can serve to isolate pop-

forwards-in-time methods, but can model scenarios that would be

ulations that are dispersal limited. In a spatially heterogeneous

practically impossible under the forwards-in-time approach, including

environment, space can further increase population isolation

scenarios on essentially infinite landscapes (Rosindell & Cornell, 2007).

and endemism and lead to idiosyncratic biodiversity patterns
(Campos, Rosas, de Oliveira, & Gomes, 2013; Gascuel, Laroche,

1.2 | Spatially explicit neutral models

Bonnet-Lebrun, & Rodrigues, 2016; Pereira, Borda-De-Água,
& Martins, 2012). Incorporating spatial structure into ecological models is thus necessary to more accurately depict reality.

Spatially explicit neutral models differ from spatially implicit

Spatially explicit neutral models have seen wide use (Jordan,

models by their more realistic representation of space (Chave,

Barraclough, & Rosindell, 2016; O'Dwyer & Green, 2010; Rosindell

Muller-Landau, & Levin, 2002; Rosindell & Cornell, 2007). Even

& Cornell, 2007), especially in hyper-diverse ecosystems such as
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coral reefs (Bode, Connolly, & Pandolfi, 2012; Dornelas, Connolly,

do not depend on a species' identity, an assumption that is true by

& Hughes, 2006; Tang & Zhou, 2013) and tropical rainforests

definition for neutral models. Some processes involving spatial and

(Chave & Leigh, 2002; May, Huth, & Wiegand, 2015; Shem-Tov,

temporal habitat variation (e.g. fragmentation) can also be treated

Danino, & Shnerb, 2017).

with the coalescence approach providing that the habitat variation
affects all individuals in the same way regardless of species identity,

1.3 | Neutral simulation packages

that is, the system is still neutral.
In a forwards-in-time model, the simulation progresses through
repeated death, dispersal and birth events. A backwards-in-time co-

Numerous packages exist for simulating both neutral and niche

alescence model is the reverse: each time step involves choosing an

dynamics of community assembly (Hankin, 2007; Laughlin, Joshi,

individual to be ‘un-born’ and finding its parent via an ‘un-dispersal’

van Bodegom, Bastow, & Fulé, 2012; Munoz et al., 2018; Novack-

event (reproduction is modelled asexually so that each individual

Gottshall, 2020; Taudiere & Violle, 2016). These tools massively re-

has only one parent). For n individuals in a community, n lineages

duce the barriers of entry for an ecologist wishing to model ecological

are initially tracked backwards in time. At each time step, there is a

communities and minimize time spent implementing code. However,

small probability, ν (the ‘speciation rate’ for the baseline simulation)

to our knowledge no packages existed for Python or R prior to this

that a lineage will undergo speciation (technically, ‘un-speciation’).

paper for spatially explicit neutral models, the development of which

At this point a species identity is assigned to the lineage and track-

is an immensely time-consuming task that could prohibit many ecolo-

ing is halted as it will not affect the ecological composition of the n

gists from including them in their studies. In this manuscript, we in-

sampled individuals. The number of lineages being tracked can also

troduce two packages (pycoalescence for Python and rcoalescence

decrease via ‘coalescence events’, that is, when two or more lineages

for R) that subsume the technical details of the coalescence methods

share the same ancestor at a particular point in time. After a coales-

under a user-interface layer that is accessible to any researcher. We

cence event, the coalesced lineages form a single lineage continuing

have included a diverse feature set, including spatially and temporally

further back in time. Once there is a single lineage left, this lineage is

varying density, sampling from subsets of the landscape and differ-

assigned a unique species identity, the simulation is completed and

ent modes of dispersal that we believe will cater for the vast major-

the entire coalescence tree is stored. Algorithmically, the process of

ity of studies requiring spatially explicit neutral models. Published

coalescence within a spatial model is to

applications using these packages include exploring the effects of
habitat fragmentation on extinction debt (Thompson, Chisholm, &

1. Initialize the algorithm to track the lineages of n individuals

Rosindell, 2019) and investigating the contribution of niche and neu-

in a focal community sample. These are the individuals whose

tral processes in a tropical rainforest (Bongalov et al., 2019).

species identities we want to determine.
2. Choose a random individual from the current set of lineages being

2 | M O D E L D E S C R I P TI O N

tracked. Then one of two events occurs:
a. Either, with some small probability ν, the lineage is deemed
to have arisen by speciation at this point in time, a speciation

Our model of neutral dynamics employs coalescence methods. This

event is stored in the coalescence tree, and the lineage does

involves a backwards-in-time birth–death simulation to determine

not need to be tracked further (the number of tracked lineages

the shared ancestries (the coalescence tree, Figure 1b) within a
focal community sample; next, each individual's species identity is
determined by scanning the coalescence tree along the individual's
lineage backwards in time until a speciation event is encountered.
After the species identities of all individuals in the present-day com-

decreases by one). Go back to step 2.
b. Otherwise, the individual must be ‘un-born’. Go to step 3.
3. Calculate the dispersal event:
a. Randomly generate a dispersal distance (using inverse dispersal events) and a direction.

munity have been established in this way, any metrics of diversity

b. Check that the end location is habitat. If there is no habitat

which can be calculated on empirical census data, such as species

present, go back to 3a. Otherwise, this is the new location for

richness, species abundance distributions and spatial or temporal
species turnover indices, can be calculated just as easily on the simulated community using standard methods, as if the community were
an empirical census.

the parent. Go to step 4.
4. Check the parent's destination for tracked individuals.
a. If the location of the parent contains another lineage that
is being tracked then merge the two lineages (the number
of tracked lineages decreases by one), record a coalescence

2.1 | Simulation loop

event in the coalescence tree and continue tracking the
merged lineage.
b. Otherwise, simply move the lineage to the parent's location.

Coalescence works by tracking lineages backwards through time

5. Go to step 2.

(Rosindell, Wong, & Etienne, 2008). The backwards-in-time coalescence approach is generally possible only if the processes involved

The process continues until only one individual remains.
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2.2 | Package implementation
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implemented (e.g. spatial dispersal processes in infinite landscapes,
Rosindell & Cornell, 2007) but this is the first time combinations of

We provide three broad scenarios for neutral models (Table 1).

many of these features can be used together. An example of such

Our implementation contains many advances over the basic coa-

would be spatially explicit landscapes with habitat change over time

lescence algorithm; we summarize these features in Table 2 (see

and space, whilst sampling individuals only from certain regions. For

also Appendix C). Many of these features have been previously

the user, the advanced functionality is presented as a set of straightforward options during the simulation set-up.

TA B L E 1
packages

interface with the same C++ simulator. A number of functions for
each package setup simulation variables and generate simple biodi-

Scenario

Approach

Non-spatial

Well-mixed community of n individuals. Can be
made spatially implicit by adding immigration
from a metacommunity (see Table 2)

Spatially explicit
landscape

Landscape within which individuals have
defined spatial positions and dispersal
governed by a specified kernel

Archipelago
(partly spatial)

System of islands, each a well-mixed nonspatial community, connected via prescribed
dispersal probabilities

TA B L E 2

Packages for both Python (pycoalescence) and R (rcoalescence)

Key scenarios of neutral theory available within the

versity metrics, retaining equivalent core functionality but providing an interface customized to the requirements of each language.
Installation instructions are provided in Appendices A and B.

2.2.1 | Spatial landscapes and dispersal
Dispersal is the key component required to make a simulation
spatially explicit. Individuals have a fixed location in space and

Package components and their applicability within each scenario (see Table 1 for scenarios)
Scenario

Model component

Options

Nonspatial

Spatially
explicit

Archipelago

Density of individuals

Density of individuals is uniform over space (i.e. contiguous)

✗

✓

✓

Density varies across space using maps of individual densities

✗

✓

✓

Density varies across space and time using density maps for
each time slice

✗

✓

✓

Landscape has hard boundaries for the simulated world

✓

✓

✓

Landscape has an infinite contiguous landscape outside the
focal region defined by maps

✗

✓

✗

Landscape has infinitely tiling repeats of the density maps in
all directions

✗

✓

✗

Dispersal process uses a dispersal kernel (e.g. normal,
fat-tailed or uniform)

✗

✓

✗

Dispersal process uses a dispersal map defining dispersal
probabilities between every pair of cells

✗

✓

✓

Demographic rates
(reproduction and/or
death)

Demographic rates are equal for all individuals

✓

✓

✓

Maps define spatially varying demographic rates. These rates
do not affect densities, but do affect the relative turnover
rates of different areas

✗

✓

✓

Sampling

All simulated individuals are sampled at a single point in time

✓

✓

✓

All simulated individuals are sampled at multiple points in
time

✓

✓

✓

A defined proportion of simulated individuals is sampled
globally

✓

✓

✓

Maps define sampling effort across space

✗

✓

✓

Speciation occurs randomly at a single point in time

✓

✓

✓

As above, but a minimum number of generations is required
before speciation (i.e. protracted speciation)

✓

✓

✓

Immigration from a metacommunity defines the assemblage
of potential species

✓

✓

✓

Landscape boundaries

Dispersal of individuals

Species generation

Methods in Ecology and Evolu on
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3 | E X A M PLE A PPLI C ATI O N S

of their parent and a function which controls the dispersal distance.
Two methods of dispersal exist for individual-based simulations—

The following two sections provide templates for using the packages

either the new location is chosen based on a two-dimensional

in a habitat loss model and an island archipelago model. For each, we

dispersal kernel, or a dispersal map is used, whereby dispersal prob-

outline the scenario, describe the questions the modelling is aiming

abilities are set by the user between all combinations of cells in a

to resolve and present the results. Full vignettes for both scenarios,

landscape.

including simulation, analysis and visualization code, are available
from https:// github.com/thompsonsed/rcoalescence_examples and

2.3 | Dispersal kernels
Dispersal kernels refer to the process of choosing the parent of

provided in Appendices E and F.

3.1 | Landscape model

an individual by randomly drawing distances. The probability distribution of distances in our implementation can be normal, fat-

A common scenario for neutral modelling is simulating a fully spa-

tailed or uniform, presented as a selection of options for the user.

tially explicit landscape, possibly with changes to the structure

A normal distribution is chosen by default, because this has been

and proportion of habitat over time (e.g. Bongalov et al., 2019;

the most common selection in the literature and should be suit-

Chisholm et al., 2018; Thompson, Chisholm, & Rosindell, 2019).

able for many modelling processes. The parent cell is selected by

As an example, consider a scenario where an area outside a hy-

drawing from the probability distribution and selecting a random

pothetical national park will be deforested. Our goal is to estimate

direction, describing a dispersal from the original cell to a new

the species richness and spatial distribution of biodiversity in the

location (the parent cell). To ensure that density is correctly ac-

long term following deforestation. These landscapes are shown in

counted for, the cell is then rejection-sampled based on its den-

Figure 2a.

sity relative to the maximum density from across the landscape.

We make several assumptions for this scenario. In pristine for-

For example, a cell that has a density of 10 individuals in a land-

est (mostly within the national park), the density of individuals is

scape that has a maximal density of 20 individuals will be rejected

10 per km2 (i.e. per cell on the map). Areas with lower quality hab-

half of the time. If rejection occurs, a distance and a direction are

itat have scaled density accordingly. We assume that individuals

again drawn to find another potential parent cell and the process

disperse according to a normal dispersal kernel with σ = 1 km and

is repeated until a dispersal event is accepted. Rejection sam-

that the per-capita speciation rate of the system is nu = 0.0001.

pling represents the increased probability of offspring to origi-

To average over the stochasticity in simulations, we run 10 sim-

nate from more populated cells, and allows density to vary over

ulations with different random number seeds and aggregate the

space.

results.
The scenario aims to answer three questions:

2.4 | Dispersal maps

1. How many species are lost when the habitat is lost?
2. What are the species abundance distributions before and after

A dispersal map is an alternative method of selecting destinations by providing a map file specifying the probability of dispersal
from each cell to every other cell in the landscape. Although this

the habitat loss?
3. How does the spatial distribution of species richness change after
the habitat is lost?

is only possible for finite landscapes, it allows the user to exactly
control connectivity between cells. This option is more appropri-

Just a few lines of code are required to run the simulation, which

ate for systems of connected habitat islands where each patch

was repeated 10 times with different random number seeds. In

is well mixed, such as in various previous studies of archipela-

Python, the minimal code is

gos (Chisholm, Fung, Chimalakonda, & O'Dwyer, 2016; Gascuel
et al., 2016; Rosindell & Harmon, 2013; Van Der Gast, Lilley, Ager,

sim = Simulation()

& Thompson, 2005).

s.set_simulation_parameters(

We implemented the dispersal map as an unraveled map where

seed=1,

dispersal occurs from ith row to the jth column, with the i and j indi-

task=1,

ces denoting a unique location, l, according to l = x + y × xdim: x, y are

output_directory="output",

the coordinates of a cell on the landscape and xdim is the x dimension

min_speciation_rate = 0.0001,

of the landscape. Thus the dispersal map should be square with di-

sigma=2,

mensions xdimydim by xdimydim. With a dispersal map, spatially varying

deme=10,

densities and reproductive rates (see Appendix C) are incorporated

landscape_type="tiled_file",

into the probability distributions.

times=[x for x in range(0, 111, 5)])
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(c) Species richness over time
Total species richness

(a) Landscape structure
Current landscape

Individuals per km
10.0
7.5
Future landscape

5.0

300

200

100

0
0

2.5

25

50

75

Time from present (generations)

100

(d) Mean species richness over space

0.0

Current landscape

Future landscape

Mean
species
richness

National park

6

(b) Species abundance distributions for the landscapes

5
4

Number of species

Current landscape

3

Future landscape

2
1

(e) Species richness loss/gain within the national park

30

Species
richness
loss/gain

20
10

2
1

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

0

0.5

1

Abundance class (log2)

1.5

2

2.5

3

0

3.5

−1
−2

F I G U R E 2 Results from a hypothetical habitat loss scenario. (a) The landscapes being modelled, including the location of a
national park and the change in habitat structure following deforestation. (b) The species abundance distributions (Preston plots) for
the current and future landscapes (Preston, 1960). (c) The species richness over time, taken from across simulations. For (b) and
(c), solid lines represent the mean and grey shaded areas represent the minima and maxima, taken from across simulation runs.
(d) The mean species richness for each 1 km2 cell in the landscape. (e) The species richness loss and gain for the each 1 km2 cell in
the national park

s.set_map_files("null", "future_landscape.tif")
s.add_historical_map(

)
sim$runSimulation()

fine_file="current_landscape.tif",
coarse_file="none",
time=99.9)
s.run()

We used the package functions to extract the mean species
abundance distribution and mean species richness across simulations
(Figure 2b,c) to answer questions 1 and 2. In terms of species richness, the models estimate a roughly 29% decrease following habitat

and equivalently, in R

loss in both the short and long term. However, within the park, the
decrease is only around 3.7% (from an average of 111.7 before the

sim <- SpatialTreeSimulation$new()

habitat loss to an average of 107.6 afterwards). The pattern is re-

sim$setSimulationParameters(

flected in the species abundance distributions (Figure 2b); the curve

task = 1,
seed = 1,

is generally lower as the number of species overall has decreased.
We calculated the species richness within each 1 km2 cell in the

output_directory = "output",

landscape for each time point, exploring the spatial distribution of

min_speciation_rate = 0.0001,

biodiversity in order to answer question 3. For the current and fu-

times_list = seq(0, 110, 5),

ture landscapes, the local species richness roughly follows the den-

fine_map_file = "future_landscape.tif",

sity of individuals (Figure 2a,c), except that the edges of high-quality

deme = 10,

habitat are degraded by influence from the surrounding area. Within

historical_fine_map = "current_landscape.tif",

the park, there is no significant species loss except for along the

gen_since_historical = 99.9,

southeastern edge, where the deforestation has occurred within the

habitat_change_rate = 0.0,

park boundaries. The conclusion is therefore that the deforestation

sigma = 2,

has little effect outside the area which experienced the habitat loss

landscape_type = "tiled_fine"

for these model parameters.
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(b) Island species abundance distributions

(a) Table of dispersal probabilities
from row indices to column indices

1,000

island

A

B

C

Number of species

F I G U R E 3 Results from an example
island archipelago scenario. (a) The matrix
that defines the dispersal probabilities
between each island. Dispersal rates are
given as relative probabilities from row
indices to column indices. (b) The species
abundance distributions (Preston plots)
for each island (Preston, 1960). (c) The
species richness for each island. (d) The
endemic richness for each island. For (c)
and (d), the weights of the lines represent
the relative dispersal rates and the size
of the islands represents the number of
individuals within each island

|

D

A

0.614 0.355 0.052 0.001

B

0.251 0.630 0.297 0.020

C

0.134 0.009 0.641 0.005

D

0.001 0.006 0.010 0.974

Island

750

A
B

500

C
D

250
0
0

(c) Island species richness

A

1

2

3

Abundance class (log2)

(d) Island endemic richness

B

Species
richness

A

B

3.2 | Archipelago model

D

Endemic
richness

65

10

60

8
6

55

C

4

50

C

D

4
2

of the landscape size, which, in our experience, limits the approach
to scenarios with <250,000 habitat cells.

The biodiversity of islands is a field of primary interest to many
ecologists (MacArthur & Wilson, 1967). Island–mainland studies
can be represented under neutral theory (e.g. Burbrink, McKelvy,

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

Alexander Pyron, & Myers, 2015; Chisholm et al., 2016; Rosindell
& Harmon, 2013), as can more generalized models for any number

Neutral theory provides a scalable, mechanistic model of biodi-

of interconnected islands. In these scenarios, dispersal occurs from

versity that incorporates dispersal, drift and speciation dynamics

the mainland to the islands and between all islands in the system

at the level of the individual. Models employing neutral theory

(Figure 4a, Appendix C). In our simulation packages, these dispersal

have already been applied to a variety of systems, including

probabilities can be represented by a matrix and stored as a map file

river systems (Muneepeerakul et al., 2008), coral reefs (Dornelas

(Figure 4b, Appendix C).

et al., 2006; Volkov et al., 2007), birds (Graves & Rahbek, 2005;

In our island scenario, we want to estimate biodiversity across

Halley & Iwasa, 2011; Ostling, 2005) and tropical trees (Chave

each of the islands based on known biodiversity from a small sample

et al., 2002; Condit et al., 2002). These disparate ecosystems

on the largest island. In this example, we assume that the dispersal

can often be conceptualized within one of the two general sce-

probabilities are known (Figure 3a). The islands are well connected,

narios we outline in this manuscript—spatially heterogeneous

except for island D, which has a relatively low probability of individ-

landscapes (including habitat loss and fragmentation) and island

uals dispersing to and from other islands.

archipelagos.

Species abundance distributions generated from these islands

Habitat loss represents one of the biggest threats to biodiversity

are shown in Figure 3b as Preston (1960) plots. The differences

globally (Wilson et al., 2016). In investigating such scenarios, spatial

between the islands in Figure 3b follows the differences in species

structure of habitat is critical, requiring, by definition, a spatially ex-

richness shown in Figure 3c. In particular, islands C and D have very

plicit model. Real habitats vary across time and space in their demo-

similar species richness values, but very different Preston plots.

graphic rates and densities; the core features of our packages were

Island C is a small, but well-connected island and consequently has

developed to meet these requirements. Our example habitat loss

a large number of rare species immigrating from the other, larger is-

scenario (Figure 2) demonstrates how a simulation with spatially and

lands. In contrast, island D has a larger proportion of the biodiversity

temporally varying maps can be performed.

originating from within the island itself (Figure 3d).

Within island biogeography (MacArthur & Wilson, 1967), the

Although this example included just four islands, this approach

spatial component in neutral models takes the form of dispersal rates

could be used to model many other systems involving patches of in-

defined explicitly between pairs of locations (Gascuel et al., 2016;

terconnected habitat, including bacterial tree-hollow communities,

Kopp, 2010; Pinheiro et al., 2017; Rosindell & Phillimore, 2011). Our

coral reefs or laboratory experimental systems. The only restriction

representation of this allows the user to specify an arbitrary matrix

is that the RAM footprint of the simulation increases with the square

of dispersal probabilities, allowing, for example, a very large number
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of islands to be efficiently modelled without copious amounts of

can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3924564 (Thompson

manual set-up. For all but the simplest of models, simulations remain

et al., 2020c) and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3924567 (Thompson

the easiest way to investigate biodiversity outcomes. By providing

et al., 2020d) or on GitHub (https://github.com/thompsonsed/pycoa

an easy way to test realistic island structures, we hope to enhance

lescence_examples and https://github.com/thompsonsed/rcoalescen

theoretical and practical understanding of how diversity is generated

ce_examples).

on islands.
Spatially explicit neutral models have been used in several

ORCID

systems already (Chave et al., 2002; Muneepeerakul et al., 2008;

Samuel E. D. Thompson

Rosindell & Cornell, 2007), but their broader application across

Ryan A. Chisholm

ecology has been hampered in part by a lack of convenient tools

James Rosindell

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-4486-1390

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-9847-1710
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for running such models. Previously, performing a spatially explicit
neutral simulation required the arduous process of implementing
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